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Abstract

Purpose of this research is the analysis of sport injuries during the maintenance of athletic games in ancient Greece. The design of the study included the use of systematic review of the writings in the Greek and the world literature. We visited museums, libraries and open-air archaeological sites. Furthermore we conducted a systematic examination of the items, which are preserved in the creations of antiquity. According to the principal findings of the study, in the ancient games various sports injuries were recognized, such as scratches, lacerations, bleeding under the conjunctiva, skin edema, “cauliflower ear”, nose bleeding and fractures of the nasal bones. We concluded that the cases with a high risk and occurrence of musculoskeletal injuries were usual in this era.

Introduction

The political significance of the ancient Greek games contributed significantly to complete mobilization of mental and body forces of the competitors in achieving high athletic performance. The desire for victory and fame was the primary objective for competition, and led to the creation of elite athletic events. However, games such as pancratium, wrestling and boxing were associated with direct contact and free arm movements between opponents, with a high risk and occurrence of musculoskeletal injuries. The present study was based on related literature, both classic and modern. We also studied ancient Greek history to determine the type and the severity of athletic injuries that occurred more frequently during ancient games. Furthermore we analyzed the figures drawn on ancient pottery, inscriptions, epigraphic plates, columns and vessels.

The Games

The athletic events in ancient Greece were divided into two categories; “light” and “heavy”. According to Philostratus, light sports were the one stadium race, the two stadium race, the long-distance run, the long jump and the javelin. Heavy sports were always a pole of attraction and of significant interest for the spectators. The heavy sports were the pancratium, wrestling, boxing and discus. Pentathlon consisted of a combination of light and heavy sports. Most athletic injuries were observed in heavy athletic events.

Pancratium

Pancratium or panmahion, all kinds of fight, was a combination of wrestling and boxing. It involved boxing grips and free blows with the hands and legs. At pancratium occurred injuries similar to those at wrestling and boxing.
Because it combined two fighting types, it was the most spectacular and the most popular of all games. According to Philostratus and Plutarch, wrestling and pancratium were conceived as war techniques; this has been proven in the battles of Marathon and Thermopiles, where the Greeks, after breaking their swords and spears, fought with bare hands using elements from pancratium.

According to Socrates, the athletes of pancratium exhibited improved muscle strength, great performance in all types of fighting, excellent technique in the battlefield, and always ensured victory. All types of grips and blows were allowed except from biting, eye ripping, and blows at the genitals. There was continuous movement of the athletes; the falls were spectacular and frequent. Blows with fists and elbows, throwing sand in the mouth, kicking, grips of suffocation at the neck, and dislocations of the knees and the ankles were frequent. Tripping-up, blows to the head, kick to the abdomen, pushing and lifting were allowed.

Because of the variety of painful and severe injuries, Anaharsis stated that the crowd would feel sorry for the winners because of their wounds. Galen reports that “…some athletes’ faces became totally deformed and ugly….” At 564 before Christ, Arrahion, immobilized by his opponent with a grip of legs and the suffocating grip of neck, grabbed the big toe of his opponent and dislocated his ankle with a violent lateral rotation grip. The opponent raised his hand and denied further game, and then fainted out of pain caused by the broken toe and ankle dislocation. Arrahion was awarded Olympic winner for his third time; however, he died after the fight from the consequences of suffocating grip.

Sostratos, the pancratium athlete from Sicion, was also known as the akrohersitis because he used to grab his opponents’ fingers and bend them so much that they gave up the fight because of extreme pain. Anaharsis, reports on pancratium athletes that “…they strangle, and bend each other’s bodies, they hit and kick each other; they spit their teeth from a mouth full of blood and sand, … they sprinkle each other with blood and get strangled by their opponents….” According to Philostratus the pancratium athletes bend ankles and twist arms, give blows and jump to their opponents. Aristophanis, reports that “……you should participate to pancratium games with youthful impulse, hit, rip eyes, give fist blows…….” Libanios has a critical attitude towards pancratium and wrestling, because they cause injuries of the facial bones and the eyes.

Wrestling

According to Plutarch, wrestling is the oldest and most popular of all sports; it is the first form of fight without the use of weapons. Wrestling preceded running since it involves the initial movements that the primitive man made to survive against the wild animals and his enemies. Plutarch himself refers to wrestling as the most technical and brilliant of all sports. Wrestling is distinguished into two types depending on the position of athletes; the standing wrestling or stadia, and the ground wrestling or alindisin or kilisin. At standing wrestling, the competitors were fighting standing upright; the winner was the athlete that could accomplish the triagmos that means to throw his opponent on the ground three times. A “fall” was announced when the athlete’s back touched the ground, the body of the opponent fell prone, or when a single handhold_nocked-out the opponent. At ground wrestling, the winner was the athlete that could force his opponent to raise his hand, thus “to deny” further game.

Wrestling was one of the most painful and dangerous games. In his epic poems, Homer refers to wrestling as a painful and ferocious event. The athlete of Philostratus reports that biting, once done, caused the anger of the spectators, which reacted by throwing apples to the athlete. There were no other restrictions even against life threatening strikes or grips. The athlete, however, could raise his hand to stop and “deny” the fight.

Polydefkis provides names for wrestling grips such as the suffocating, the bending, the tripping-up, the blow, the holding round the neck or the waist, the blow on the jaw, and other grips. Aristotle refers on the necessity of combined muscle strength and ethics of the athletes. According to the Greek philosopher, “…strength is the force required to move, drag, push, lift, or crush the opponent.” In the reports of Solon, the wrestlers learned how to technically avoid handle, push, tripping-up and tightening around the neck grips, and how to lift their opponent from the ground.

The cruelty of wrestling is shown on a certain grip in which the athlete is lifted with the head downwards. Indicative of the occurrence of severe injuries in wrestling are the reports of Philostratus according to which “……if there is not enough bone marrow in the spine vertebrae, the spine bends easily, the vertebrae are pressed during the games, and sometimes they dislocate”. At the 6th century before Christ, in a wrestling game, Leontiskos from Messina of Sicily crushed the fingers of his opponent, who then demanded to stop the fight. The severity of wrestling injuries is also demonstrated in the reports of Galen, who referring to wrestlers claims that they are disabled, with their extremities twisted, broken or deformed. In contrary to other sports, training for wrestling is also hard and similar to the main fight; the incidence of athletic injuries during training is also comparable.
Boxing

Apollo, one of the 12 Gods of Olympus is considered the architect of boxing or fist fighting. Early boxing games had simple and informal rules. The athletes wrapped their four fingers in a leather strip to make a firm and painless fist. Later, oxen skin straps have been used for harder blows. Philostratus reports that hand straps made of pig skin were not allowed at boxing fights, because they could cause painful and serious wounds. Plato reports tying leather belts in the palm instead of hand and finger straps.

The event was starting after the participants raised their arms high. The athletes of boxing were fighting until one fell unconscious or denied further fight. If the fight was prolonged without a winner, the judges were making use of one fell unconscious or denied further fight. If the fight was prolonged without a winner, the judges were making use of a prearranged deal between the opponents that consisted of a variety of grips and blows without defense. Grips and blows in the genital area were not allowed; however, despite the strict rules wounds were frequent. After the fight, the athletes had deformities of the face, nose bleeding, fractures of the nose, ripped ears and swollen eyes. Such injuries were common since blows to the head and face were permitted.

Boxing was one of the most dangerous games. Philostratus reports that “...once the fighting time comes, the boxer will get wounded and will cause wounds...”. The great doctor and philosopher Galen, referring to elite athletes of boxing says that “...when the athletes grow old, they creep, wrinkle and squat due to the severe blows; their eyes fill with catarrhal liquids, their teeth fall, and their bones become porotic and break easily.” Philostratus probably refers to the induction of trauma, such as scratches, lacerations of tissues, “cauliflower ear”. These injuries mainly in terms of ancient medicine were not easy curable. For instance the injury of the ear perichondrium by direct percussion (punch) can lead to the initiation of the mechanism of creation the “cauliflower ear”. Artemidoros says that “...if you dream of boxing, this, apart from shame, also means trouble, because the person becomes ugly and bleeds...”. The metacarpal constitute a hard surface and acquire high kinetic energy due to the speed that can be developed by the hand ends. The above mentioned situation leads in strong wounds in the high impact area (face) and results to the bursting of the skin, swelling, bruising and thus to the external deformity. Boxers’ blows may be lethal; an example is the death of Amikus by Polydefkis with a single blow above the ear at a boxing game. In his reports on the same incident, Theocritus presents Amikus as a poor man with deformed face and ears from his opponents blows. According to him, Polydefkis did not kill his opponent, but caused him severe wounds leading to mouth bleeding and suffocation; “…his jaws were full of injuries, his eyes narrow like cracks on a smashed face, ...black blood poured out of the torn head, ...smashing his teeth, ...ploughed his face and ripped his cheeks”.

Homer in the description of the boxing match between Epeus and Euryalus characterizes the boxing game painful: “πυγμαχίης ἀλεγεινης θηκεν ἀεθλα.” Furthermore Homer analyses the boxing fight between Epeus and Euryalus, where Epeus says that he will tear the fleshes of his opponent apart and crash his bones; Epeus won the brutal fight with a severe blow on the cheek breaking the teeth of Euryalus who had severe mouth bleeding and inability to walk. At 496 before Christ, the athlete of boxing Kleomides from the island of Astypalea, broke the ribs and caused the death of Iko with one blow to the thorax. At 488 before Christ, Diognitos also won a boxing game after killing his opponent; however, he has not been awarded. Pausanias reports on the boxing event between Krefgas and Damoxenos, in which, due to the duration of the fight the judges had to use the scale. Damoxenos asked his opponent to raise his arm, and when the opponent did so, he struck him in the thorax with his fingers extended. Because of the force applied and the sharp nails, his hand penetrated the skin of Krefgas, grabbed his guts and ripped them out causing instant death. Many centuries later, John Chrisostomos reports that boxers suffer cracks on the scalp, deformities of the facial bones and total loss of their teeth. Elianos reports that Efridamas the Kerinian although with broken teeth after severe blows to the face from his opponent, he swallowed his teeth and finally won the fight.

Discus

The last but not least heavy event is the discus. The discus was round-shaped and made of stone or metal; wooden discs were also used for training in the gymnasiuums. The athletes fought naked and threw the discus from the valve. The point where the discus reached the ground was called the signal and was marked with a pole. The winner was awarded the athlete who obtained the higher distance of the valve to the signal. This sport did not involve direct body contact between the athletes. However, many deaths have occurred because of missed throws; interestingly, the discus is associated with the majority of deaths in ancient games. Apollodoros reports the accidental death of Hyacinthos from God Apollo when Zephyros the God of winds sent the discus on Hyacinthos’ head causing cerebral bleeding and instant death. In another fight challenged by Goddess Artemis, Orion was killed with the discus. Akrhisios was killed by accident by the grandson of Perseas with the discus during epitaph games, and Fokus was murdered by Baldric’s brother with a discus.
Conclusions

The games contributed significantly to the man's sociopolitical culture in ancient Greece. The places where training and athletic events were taking place were not exclusively used for athletic activities; they also hosted the intellectual cultivation of ancient Greeks. In the gymnasiums, apart from physical exercise, training and fighting, teaching including writing, mathematics, painting and music was also performed. However, although part of a noble sociopolitical culture, ancient Greece games were cruel and violent, and have been related with a significant number of trauma and deaths. Based on our historical and literature search, the discus, followed by wrestling, boxing and pancratium in which the rules of the games permit direct body contact and free movements, games were associated with a high incidence of severe wounds, haematomas, fractures, injuries to the head, face and neck, loss of teeth, and deaths. Although the number of deaths is low compared to the number of participants to athletic events, these injuries were often multiple and severe, and in a number of cases have led to significant permanent or transient complications.
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